
 
  
   

 “Now concerning spiritual gifts…” 
 
 Every time Paul uses the words, “Now concerning” in this letter to the church at 
Corinth, he is referring to a letter he received from a group in the church, only identified 
as “Chloe’s people,” that outlined a whole series of questions and concerns. Paul had 
worked hard with his colleagues to establish the church there in Corinth, a bustling 
metropolitan city for the day, with incredible diversity, and lots of Greco-Roman 
religious influence. As best we can tell, Paul spends eighteen months there, building 
relationships, forming them through God’s grace into a community of faith. It’s tough to 
start a new church in a place like that, and, sure enough, no sooner has Paul left town 
than trouble starts. 
 
 Paul receives a letter no pastor wants to get. It would be like me going on vacation 
for a couple of weeks, and getting a long email in the middle of it saying the Mission 
Committee has gone on strike, the choir is refusing to wear their robes any more, the 
visiting preacher convinced half the church to become Baptist, the Bible Class has 
declared all the other classes to be of the devil, and the youth are circulating a petition 
declaring Beyoncé is God. (I’m fully prepared now to get letters from the youth 
questioning my hipness, because I’m sure they’ve probably moved well beyond Beyoncé, 
but you get the point). 
 
 The letter Paul receives says that, among other things, the Lord’s Supper has 
become a free-for-all, that the church has divided up into factions based on who was 
baptized by whom, there are fights about what foods to eat, the proper way to dress, 
sexual intimacy within marriage, and spiritual gifts within the community’s worship. 
 
 Paul does his best to walk through the issues raised in the letter – at times he is 
angry, at times tries to persuade, at times a bit passive-aggressive, and at times just 
bewildered. He works his way up to this point, chapter 12, and it seems that all the other 
issues he tackles point to this part of the letter. “Now concerning spiritual gifts…” 
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 At the root of the problems in Corinth is a kind of spiritual competition. Many in 
the congregation have taken note of their diversity, and do not see it as a gift. Rather, they 
see their diversity as something to be tamed, brought under control, and categorized. 
Each group seeks to establish their spiritual bona fides by pointing out that the gifts they 
possess are the ones most necessary for the life of the community. Some claim a special 
prophecy, some a secret knowledge, some speak in unknown tongues, some perform 
miracles, some claim a faith that can move mountains.  
 
 By all accounts, then, Corinth is a place where Christ is at work through the 
people. Who would not want to be part of a community where there is wisdom, 
knowledge, faith, healing, miracles, prophecy, discernment, and spiritual vitality? It’s one 
of the great joys of serving in this congregation. I know that every week, I will be part of 
a place where all kinds of different people are sharing wisdom with one another, learning 
with one another, building faith and trust, a community that fosters healing and 
wholeness, truth-telling, and discerns God’s work in community, a community sharing 
these gifts in service in our city, nation, and world.  
 
 But vibrant spiritual gifts can only occur in diverse communities. And whether a 
community recognizes diversity as a gift or a menace can affect its health and 
effectiveness in sharing those gifts. Corinthian Christians are clearly full of life and 
manifesting gifts of the Spirit, but there are many within the community who are not able 
to see within this diverse outpouring a gift, but rather a threat. They try to 
compartmentalize the gifts and arrange them in a hierarchy, wielding them like a hammer 
in worship. The resulting conflict threatens to tear the young church apart.  
 
 Fred Craddock observed that Paul almost always approaches conflict in the church 
by talking not about logistics, but about Christ. For instance, when Paul hears that the 
Corinthians are having trouble with the Lord’s Supper, he could easily have said, “Okay, 
people. Here’s how we’re going to resolve this issue. If your last name begins with A-G, 
you bring the meat, H-R vegetables, and S-Z dessert. And we’re forming a fellowship 
committee to organize and oversee.” But, instead, Paul writes, “For I received from the 
Lord what I also handed on to you, that on the night Jesus was betrayed, he took bread, 
broke it, and gave it to them…” He reminded them of why they gather at table, of the One 
who invites them and meets them there. 
 
 And here, faced with their competing affirmations, Paul asks them to remember the 
most ancient creed of the church, the one that lies behind all the other creeds: “Jesus is 
Lord.” Our Presbyterian Book of Confessions has 12 creeds and confessions in it, but at 
the root of every one of them is this three-word affirmation: “Jesus is Lord.” Jesus is 
Lord, and Caesar is not, they said in the first century. Jesus is Lord and the church is not, 



they said in the 16th century. Jesus is Lord and Hitler is not, they said in Nazi Germany. 
Jesus is Lord, and the state is not, white supremacy is not, they said in 1967 in the United 
States and in the 1980’s in South Africa. All these confessions were from different eras 
with different issues, and yet all affirmed “Jesus is Lord.”  
 
 Paul levels the playing field in the church at Corinth right away by reminding them 
that they share this confession, and that because they share it, they share the Spirit that 
inspires it. Paul reminds them that anyone who makes that confession makes it by the 
Spirit. Therefore, all of them share in the one Holy Spirit of God. They are equal, 
therefore, in every way, even in their great diversity. 
 
 Indeed, there are varieties, says Paul, not only of gifts, but of services and 
activities, and all of them come from the same Spirit, the same Lord, the same God. And 
what is the Spirit’s intent in giving these gifts? The common good.  

 
In the Confirmation retreat this weekend, as they do every year, the students and 

Covenant Partners spent a good bit of time talking about gifts. They work to discern their 
own gifts, and it is often a joyful discovery, as they see the ways the Spirit is at work in 
their lives right now in grace, granting them gifts. But the discovery doesn’t stop there. 
Indeed, if it did, they would be in danger of clinging to the gifts as their own private 
possession, like the Corinthians. 

 
The participants then encounter this part of the text: “To each is given a 

manifestation of the Spirit for the common good. One voice they hear is from Raewynne 
Whitley, who writes, “Gifts are not merit badges for holiness or a sign of approval from 
God, but God’s response to the needs of our communities.” We have done nothing to 
deserve them. They are gifts.  

 
You heard an excellent sermon last Sunday on the Baptism of Jesus, where we are 

reminded that our baptism is not something we do to earn God’s favor; it is an expression 
of God’s love and favor before we have done anything, and all we do and are is lived in 
response to that baptismal grace. The gifts of the Spirit also flow from this font, for the 
sake of the community, for the common good. The use of our gifts is a way we respond to 
God’s grace. 

 
Soon, we will all stand and say what we believe. The creed we say is an extension 

of that most ancient one, “Jesus is Lord.” We will stand at the font and commission a new 
Stephen Minister, and the church will affirm the spiritual gifts of compassion that God 
has given Bill for the sake of the common good. Paul’s central affirmation is clear – all of 
us who make that confession, all who pass through the waters, stand on equal ground. In 



our magnificent diversity, it is the same Spirit, the same Lord, the same God that makes 
possible this sharing, this ministry. Varieties of gifts, services, and activities, says Paul, 
there are varieties, but the same Source.  

 
I don’t think Paul could have anticipated the ways the church would change over 

time, the ways that central creed that Jesus is Lord would be embodied in communities 
with such incredible diversity, the ways the diversity and globalization of the world 
would dwarf that of Corinth, the ways nations like our own would emerge with a vibrant 
collection of people from all nations, all races, all incomes, and varieties of gifts.  

 
The church, and our nation, and the world, have also had to struggle with this 

diversity – the struggle is reflected in all our creeds. We struggled with slavery, with the 
role of women, with civil rights, with sexuality – and the struggles of the nation find their 
way into the church – left and right, Democratic and Republican, immigration, justice, 
and on it goes. We are a diverse collection of people, right here at First Presbyterian 
Church – we don’t always see the world or the church the same way. 

 
And yet, we will soon stand and say the creed, together. We will say, “Jesus is 

Lord.” And Paul did know what that meant. He said it again and again. It means we are 
one. We are equal in the eyes of God. We have been gifted by God, no matter who we 
are. We are part of what God is doing in the church and in the world, and God has given 
us all we need to play our part. What Paul tells the Corinthians so long ago remains true 
for us today – there are no greater or lesser gifts, there are no greater or lesser people, 
there are no second-class citizens in the community of faith.  

 
 This is good news. You are called, blessed, and gifted by God, equally. Let us go 

out into the world embracing our diversity and our unity, and be vessels of the Spirit’s 
work to make all things new. To God alone be the glory. Amen. 
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